
Smooth rollers.
The roller represents the connecting piece between the chain 
and sprocket wheel. Beautifully cold-pressed and designed 
with a uniform wall thickness, CLAAS ORIGINAL chains 
deliver smooth running with very low self-heating.

Your benefits:
Optimal power transmission and high output•	
Low wear and tear on chain and sprocket wheel•	
Noise-dampened chain running•	

Hard chrome plated bolts.
Bolts are components of the chain link, and optimal hardening 
of these parts is particularly important. For this reason, CLAAS 
uses hard chrome plated bolts characterised by high 
durability.

Your benefits:
Long service life•	
Excellent reliability•	

Precision-manufactured.
Manufactured from high-quality heat-treated steels, 
CLAAS side plates are particularly efficient at transferring 
the chain's tractive force. The intricately manufactured 
hole quality minimises the risk of torn-out rollers. 

Your benefits:
High breaking strength•	
High fatigue resistance•	

Defined and tested hardness 
profiles.
The forces that act upon a chain are always applied to the 
same parts. ORIGINAL chains are purposefully hardened 
at these points to maintain dependable tractive power. 

Your benefits:
Tailored perfectly to the power transmission of your •	
CLAAS machine
Excellent reliability•	



CLAAS ORIGINAL Parts

Chains –  
excellent interaction.

Customized.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are precision-manufactured, high-
quality series components for CLAAS machines.

Reliable.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts have a longer life cycle and protect 
the machine from mechanical failure.

Efficient.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are renowned for their high cost-
effectiveness, and quality that pays off.

Why CLAAS ORIGINAL 
chains?
With CLAAS ORIGINAL chains, you can be sure of perfect 
interaction and an optimal combination of high-quality 
components – the perfect guarantee of excellent quality and 
dependability that leaves nothing to be desired. Even the 
smallest deviations in this respect can have grave 
consequences for the machine. ORIGINAL chains offer the 
following benefits:

Reduced weight•	

Defined and tested hardness profiles•	

Smooth bushings and rollers•	

Hard chrome plated bolts•	

In addition, precision-manufactured seals•	

CLAAS ORIGINAL Parts.
Customized. Reliable. Efficient.

Dealer stamp

ORIGINAL parts offer you more than just the 
right dimensions. The materials and 
manufacturing methods we use are 
fundamental to the reliability and long service 
life of our machines. 

Our ORIGINAL parts are manufactured from 
materials of an exceptionally high quality and to 
precise CLAAS specifications on the basis of 
proven CLAAS expert knowledge. Each and 
every part is tailored to the machine as a whole.

go.claas.com/ctkd

claas.com


